Duplex sonography of cerebral blood flow after cardiac arrest--a prospective observational study.
Despite successful resuscitation, cardiac arrest (CA) often has a poor clinical prognosis. Different diagnostic tools have been established to predict patients' outcome. However, their sensitivity remains low. Assessment of cerebral perfusion by duplex ultrasound might provide additional information regarding the extent of neuronal damage. The aim of the present study was to analyse the changes of global cerebral blood flow (CBF) and intracranial blood flow parameters in the acute stage after CA and its correlation with patients' outcome. We investigated 54 patients (17-85 years, mean age: 63±17 years) after CA with return of spontaneous circulation on an intensive care unit. All patients received therapeutic hypothermia (TH) for 24 h after CA and reanimation. Serial measurements of CBF as well as intracranial blood flow velocities and pulsatility indices of the middle cerebral artery and the basal vein of Rosenthal were performed within the first 10 days using duplex ultrasound. Clinical outcome was measured using the Cerebral Performance Category. Measurements were successful in 53 patients. CBF values differed between 210 and 1100 ml/min. 24 patients (45%) attained a good outcome. No correlation between CBF or intracranial blood flow characteristics and outcome was found. Neither cerebral hypo- nor hyperperfusion was associated with a fatal outcome. Cerebral perfusion varies widely after CA. Neither hypo- nor hyperperfusion seems to be an independent risk factor for poor outcome. Duplex ultrasound of cerebral haemodynamics after CA is suitable but probably of limited prognostic value.